Get involved in Safer Internet Day – ANSWERS

1. Fill it in!

Complete the sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proof</th>
<th>trust</th>
<th>online social media</th>
<th>fake news</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harmful behaviour</td>
<td>too good to be true</td>
<td>traditional news media</td>
<td>on purpose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. If you can __________ trust __________ something, you know that it is honest and safe.

b. If something is ______ too good to be true _______, it seems to be good, but it isn’t real.

c. If you do something ______ on purpose _______, you plan to do it – it’s not an accident.

d. Stories that are not true but look like real news are called ______ fake news _______.

e. Television, radio, newspapers and magazines are ___ traditional news media ___.

f. Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and TikTok are _____ online social media ______.

g. __________ Harmful behaviour ______ means actions that can hurt someone, physically or mentally.

h. __________ Proof __________ is information which shows that something is true.

2. Match them up!

Watch the video. Match the questions with the answers.

How do you know what to trust online?

They could make sure all of the apps are safe for you to go on.

Tell me something you have to think about or you can’t always trust.

I would always check where it came from and who made it.

What can parents and carers do to help with trust online?

It makes me feel a little bit stupid and sad and a bit angry as well.

How does it make you feel when you see false information?

Fake news.
3. Choose the answer!

Watch the video. Circle the correct answer.

a. If something seems too good to be true, then normally it _____________.  
   **(isn’t real)** / **is real**

b. Fake news is _____________.  **true** / **a lie**

c. You can see fake news _____________.
   **only on social media** / **on social media and traditional media**

d. It’s a good idea for parents to check the apps you use _____________.
   **to check they’re safe** / **to check the games are good**

e. Seeing false information makes most people feel _____________.
   **confused or annoyed** / **happy**

f. If you don’t know what’s real and what’s fake, you can have _____________.  
   **fun** / **problems**

4. Write and draw!

Children write about what they like to read about or do online and draw a picture.